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SNC-Lavalin Inc. could need to make acquisitions to rebuild its business, but it may 

instead end up being a cheap target for other global engineering and construction 

companies looking to grow their bottom lines. 

“Trading multiples make SNC vulnerable as there is a very significant discount between 

SNC and the comparables,” said Maxim Sytchev, Dundee Capital Markets analyst, noting 

SNC is trading at 7.1x its 2014 estimated core engineering EPS versus an average 13-15x 

P/E for its peers. 

“SNC has one of the most attractive hard assets portfolios around (407 and AltaLink 

being the largest) so a patient strategic or financial player(s) would be getting a bargain 

at SNC’s current valuation.” 

Mr. Sytchev said well-capitalized E&Cs around the world are looking for acquisitions in 

order to gain revenue diversification or specific expertise. 

U.S.-based Jacobs Engineering Group Inc., for example, is rumoured to be pursuing 

Sinclair Knight Merz, a private Australian E&C company, for roughly US$1-billion. 

Likewise, AMEC PLC from the U.K. and Germany’s M+W Group GmbH, are both 

interested in Irish contractor Kentz Corp. Ltd. 

“While the E&C M&A has always been very lumpy in terms of timing, there is a sense 

that larger deals are being contemplated as in a relatively no-growth world, post all the 

cost-cutting and cycling through of low margin contracts won during the Great 

Recession, acquisitions are the next leg of growth,” he said. 

SNC’s cheap valuation makes it a particularly attractive target, but it may not be the only 

Canadian E&C that garners interest from potential buyers. 

“As far as other companies are concerned, Canada is still a relatively robust geography 

and with large international players (especially from Europe who are still facing 

relatively difficult operating environments at home) lurking around, the entire Canadian 

E&C space could be on the shopping list,” Mr. Sytchev said. 
 


